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The Nº3
The Superior

‘Undeniably luxurious, the Savoir No3 bed offers exceptional support and comfort.’

Nearly two weeks of skilled handcrafting and acres of the finest natural materials make our soft and 
sumptuous No3 bed. Each one is carefully made to order in Wales using the traditional craftsmanship 
and materials for which we are famous.

Sink into a topper of long, loose, hand-teased horsetail wrapped in soft lambs wool and our trademark 
Trellis ticking. Like all our toppers it is filled to slightly raise your feet, boosting circulation, and with it 
quality of sleep.

The deep mattress of the No3 is lavishly filled with fine natural materials such as loose tail hair, a hair 
pad and layers of cotton and lambs wool. This provides support and comfort as well as heat regulation 
and moisture control.

The ideal durable, supportive and comfortable foundation for sleep, the No3 box spring is crafted from 
Grade 1 pine, hourglass springs and horsetail. It holds your weight, allowing the mattress and topper to 
provide support and comfort.

For further information, please view our showrooms page for contact details or alternatively, email info@savoirbeds.co.uk
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H W  TO P P E R

Core of long, loose, hand-
teased horse tail

Soft lambswool outer layer

Natural case made up in our 
trademark Trellis ticking

M AT T R E S S

Hand-tied, 6-turn pocket 
springs

Hand-laid loose tail hair, hair 
pad and layers of cotton and 
wool

Tape edge and hand-side-
stitching

B O X  S P R I N G

Grade 1 pine frame, screwed 
and glued

Independent 7”/17.5cm 
hourglass springs

Hand-tied, eight-way star-
lashed interlinking

2”/5cm stitched hair roll edge

Hand-teased loose hair top 
filling

For further information, please view our showrooms page for contact details or alternatively, email info@savoirbeds.co.uk


